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BergWerk.Berlin offers your employees and colleagues a unique experience on an “underground“ high 
ropes course regardless of weather and time of year. After an initial briefing on the ground you will then 
get going straight away on our climbing routes with sensory deprivation equipment like blindfolds and 
boxing gloves. Only by working together and helping eachother will you and your team be able to over-
come the challenge and reach the end of the routes. Simply an amazing, unforgettable experience!

Challenging fun while climbing

Sensory deprivation climbing (see, hear and feel nothing)

Build team communication and trust

Overcome personal limits

A fun and adventurous team experience

After an initial safety  and equipment briefing you’ll start on the 
beginners routes to warm up before heading onto the more 
challenging routes. The group will be divided into smaller teams. 
One team member will receive handicaps at the start others won’t. 
Deprived of their senses, they must be lead safely and surely 
through the climbing route. The handicaps will then get swapped 
around later so that all participants can experience being led, but 
also take the vital responsibility of leading. Good communication 
and a coordinated approach are mandatory requirements to pass 
this challenge. Our instructor ensures absolute safety for everyone 
at all times. Communication is a must. There is also time for 
participants, with their new-found climbing skills, to climb the 
course on their own.

10 - 40 people 
In case of larger groups please request an 
additional program

Program details depend on objective and size of 
the group 

Group size

Duration Main focuses 

Rates* 

Sequence of events

Included: Safety equipment, climbing gloves, 
hygienic head cap, box, certificate, soft drink, 
safety induction and guidance by an an 
experienced instructor
Optional: FREEFALL additional !5 p.p.

Groups of 10 and more   ! 45 p.p.

Catering & hosting for function upon enquiry

Team experience: The challenging climbing eventTeam Experience: The challenging climbing event 

Geschäftsführer
Sören Sydow
HRB 154196 B
Steuernr.: 37/307/30217

Fon +49 30 99 27 43 96
Fax +49 30 99 27 43 74
www.bergwerk.berlin
events@bergwerk.berlin

Bank: Commerzbank
IBAN: DE 33 1204 0000 0030 5540 01 (Firmenkunden)
IBAN: DE 06 1204 0000 0030 5540 02 (Privatkunden)
BIC: COBA DEFF XXX

Rates are valid from Monday to Thursday
Fridays additional !10 p.p.

*exclusive of VAT
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Approximately 2.5 hours
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A very special social experience of BergWerk.Berlin is  climbing in the dark. Our eyes are 
undoubtadly our most important sensory organ, which is why  “underground“ environment 
in the dark with only helmet torches shining will stimulate your senses in a unique way. Shortly after your 
eyes adjust to the dark, the lights get turned off and you start to you move vertically and horizontally with 
a cone of light from your helmet through the mine, the senses get unexpectedly stimulated to the point 
where dimensions seem to dissipate. It’s guaranteed to be a special and unforgettable experience!

Training of sensory perception

Sensitise and stimulate the senses

A fun and adventurous team experience

Exklusive event

First participants will get equipped and receive a safety briefing. 
Climbers will first head through the course with the lights on to get a feel 
for the routes. 
After climbers feel comfortable, the lights go out with only the waterfall 
will stay illuminated as a point of reference to show the way. This is 
when eyes and ears will be properly trained and moving around will 
become more intuitive. 
After the half of the climbing time is over, the waterfall light will also be 
switched off. This is when climbers will need to use their helmet lamps 
to find  their way and will only be able to see their immediate climbing 
vicinity. Distances will become difficult to distinguish, sensory 
perception will change and height will feel completely different while the 
adrenaline level rises. Climbers will feel like a group of cave explorers on 
an expedition into the unknown. A truly unforgettable adventure.
Depending on personal experience and age, every participant can decide 
how high they would like to climb. A perfect training experience for your 
senses even for experienced climber.

10 - 60 people 
In case of larger groups please request an 
additional program

Approximately 2.5 - 3 hours
Only possible boutside of opening hours, or 
after opening and before closing

Group size 

Duration Main focuses

Prices* 

Sequence of events 

Included: Safety equipment, climbing gloves, 

hygienic head cap, box, certificate, soft drink, 

safety induction and guidance by an experienced 

instructor.

Groups of 10 and more   ! 49 p.p.

Catering & hosting for function upon enquiry

Dark Adventure: Team climbing in the darkDark Adventure: Team climbing in the dark
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Rates are valid from Monday to Thursday
Fridays additional !10 p.p.

*exclusive of VAT

Optional: FREEFALL additional !5 p.p
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A visit to a high wire garden is currently considered  a common recreational pastime. 
BergWerk.Berlin offers your employees and colleagues a one time experience on an 
“underground“ high ropes course regardless of weather and time of year. First the cooperation and 
communication of your team will be tested on the ground before then heading over to climb with sensory 
deprivation equipment like blindfolds and boxing gloves etc. Only by working together and helping 
eachother as a team will you be able to overcome the challenge and reach your goal at the end of every 
route. The emphasis is on safety, fun while climbing and a team spirit!

Cooperative problem solving

Sensory deprivation climbing (see, hear and feel nothing)

Build team communication and trust

Play different team roles (lead and be led)

A fun and adventurous team experience

The team event is divided into three Modules:
First participants will undertake a teamwork exercise on the 
ground or also on the slack line which requires communication 
skills, strategical thinking and mutual trust from everyone.
Once equipped, the teams then head out onto the climbing routes 
and climbers will be separated into groups which will be expertly 
watched over by our instructors to ensure safety for everyone. 
Herein lie challenges to pass, which call only be overcome by 
working as a team. Climbing with handicaps (blind, deaf, dumb, 
limited sense of touch) requires specific communication and the 
ability to be led also to lead. Fun and excitement are guaranteed, 
wherein safety always takes the highest priority.
The last module consists of participants climbing the whole 
course by themselves with their new-found climbing skills. Even 
our via ferrata ALPINISTA and the 12m high FREEFALL. Upon 
request, crate climbing and abseiling each other are also possible.

10 - 30 people 
In case of larger groups please request an 
additional program

Approximately 2,5 - 3 hours
Program details depend on objective and size 
of the group 

Group size

Duration Main focuses 

Prices* 

Sequence of events

Included: Safety equipment, climbing gloves, 
hygienic head cap, box, certificate, soft drink, 
safety induction and guidance by an experienced 
instructor, free-fall jump

Groups of 10 and more   ! 59 p.p.

Catering & hosting for function upon enquiry

Team Training: The cooperative climbing eventTeam Training: The cooperative climbing event
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Rates are valid from Monday to Thursday
Fridays additional !10 p.p.

*exclusive of VAT

Opt.: crate climbing or abseiling additional !5 p.p. 
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Your mission is to find the treasure that has been lost over 500 years ago. After a large mining 
accident in 1506 the young miner Oswald Bartel was buried alive. Before he died he left his legacy behind 
for his fiance and love of his life Anna, hidden somewhere in the pit. Oswald’s body was found 60 years 
later and was properly buried. Anna died shortly after his burial without ever having being touched by 
another man. The legendary treasure has however remained lost. A variety of cryptic clues, an ancient 
skeleton and a labyrinth of seemingly impossible obstacles await your expedition team. Only together will 
you have a chance to dig up Oswald’s secrets and find the legendary treasure. But only maybe…!

Adventurous climbing

Exciting scavenger hunt packed with a imaginative story

Climbing with handicaps

Role playing game

A fun and adventurous team experience

With distinctive wall decorations, impressive installations, 
attention to detail to decor and not forgetting the dim lighted 
setting, BergWerk.Berlin offers a world of experience and 
adventure just like in Indiana Jones or Lara Croft. 
Trained and safety instructors and experienced teachers lead the 
game and support the group the whole. There are different 
difficulties of climbing routes to overcome depending on group 
size and participants abilities. Leading the group, solving 
puzzles and tricky combination tasks, but also courageous 
exploration is needed to find the treasure. The collective triumph 
and experience of achievement as a group are the largest fun 
factors of this special and unforgettable team experience.
There is also time for participants to explore the whole course by 
themselves at the end.

10 - 25 people
In case of larger groups please request an 
additional program

Approxmately 3 - 3,5 hours 
Program details depend on objective and size 
of the group

Group size

Duration Main focuses 

Prices* 

Sequence of events 

Included: Safety equipment, climbing gloves, 
hygienic head cap, box, certificate, soft drink, 
safety induction and guidance by an 
experienced instructor

Groups of 10 and more   ! 69 p.p.

Catering & hosting for function upon enquiry

Team Adventure: Treasure hunt at BergWerk.BerlinTeam Adventure: Treasure hunt at BergWerk.Berlin
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Optional: FREEFALL additional !5 p.p.


